
ELEPHANTS HAVE WRINKLES
Charlotte Diamond

Key:  Am         Start Note:   A        Time:4/4             Strum: 1  2↑ 3 4↑
                                             (STRUM SOFTLY ON THE UP)

Do you know what’s really cool about elephants?  
They’re very big.  They’re very smart, and…

         Am                                      Dm            Am
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7            Am 

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.

E7                                                                  E7
On their toes, (echo) No one knows, (echo) why yi yi yi yiih.
       CHORUS: (all down/ strums softly)

         Am                            Dm          Am 
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7                     Am 

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.

E7
On their knees, (echo) On their toes, (echo) 
                                     E7 
No one knows, (echo), why yi yi yi yiiih.

CHORUS: (all down strums softly)
         Am                                      Dm           Am
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7                   Am 

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.
E7                                                                             
On their hips, (echo) On their knees, (echo) On their toes, (echo) 
                                    E7
No one knows, (echo) why yi yi yi yiih.  

CHORUS: (all down strums softly)
         Am                                      Dm         Am 
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7                     Am 

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.
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E7                                                
On their backs, (echo) On their hips, (echo) On their knees, (echo) 
E7                                                                   E7
On their toes, (echo) No one knows, (echo) why yi yi yi yiih.
        CHORUS: (all down strums softly)
         Am                                      Dm           Am 
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7                    Am 

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.
E7                                             
On their ears, (echo) On their backs, (echo) On their hips, (echo) 
E7
On their knees, (echo) On their toes, (echo) No one knows, (echo) 
E7
why yi yi yi yiih.

SPOKEN:
Do you know what else is really cool about an elephant?  
He has a very long memory and a very….long….nose.

CHORUS: (all down strums softly)
         Am                                      Dm            Am 
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7                    Am 

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.

 (SOME ONE SAYS:   ELEPHANTS HAVE WRINKLES ON THEIR 
TEETH).

On their teeth, (Their teeth!  No way!  That’s funny.)

CHORUS: (all down strums softly) (twice) (once with kazoos) 
         Am                                      Dm            Am 
 Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles, wrinkles. 
                                                     E7                    Am  

Elephants have wrinkles, wrinkles everywhere.

OUTRO:  SHOUT OUT -  “Do You like elephants?  We love 
elephants!!!!!”       
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